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1. Read the story and organize the events in sequence.  

 
                                               Last Saturday, Jean and her brother Carl walked to their                  

                                               grandma’s house. On the way, they stopped by the fruit                     

                                               store and bought an apple each and eat them as they  

                                               walked.                                                                                                        

                                                         While crossing through the park, Carl picked  

                                               some wildflowers for Grandma. They hopped over a fence  

                                               and left the park. Jean waved hello to Mr. Ron and helped  

                                               him catch some newspaper the wind had caught.  

 

Finally, Jean and Carl arrived at Grandma’s house. She came out and gave them both a big hug 

and a plate of cookies. 

 

 Jean helped Mr.Ron catch some newspaper.                    _____ 

 Carl picked some flowers for Grandma.                             _____ 

 Grandma gave the kids a hug and cookies.                       _____ 

 Carl and Jean bought an apple each and ate.                    _____ 

 They hopped over a fence.                                                  _____ 

 Jean and her brother walked to see Grandma.                   _____ 

  
 

2. Fill in the blanks with the suitable pronouns. 
 

1. My name is Ashok.______ am Raju’s brother. 

2. Tina is a good friend. I like ______ 

3. The children went into the woods as _______ wanted to gather berries. 

4. ______ is the man who helped me. 

5. Have _______organized your cupboard? 

6. Our class is going for an outing. ______ are excited. 

7. __________ has made a beautiful birthday card for her grandpa. 

8. I am afraid of the dark please come with ________ to the attic. 

 

 



3. Choose the correct demonstrative pronoun for the given sentences. 
 

1. ______________ (These/This) are the shoes I like. 
 

2.  ______________ (This/That) car over there is the best one. 
 

3. ______________ (These/Those) books right here are mine. 
 

4.  ______________ (That/Those) store across the street sells clothes. 
 

5. ______________ (Those/This) students over there are my friends. 
 
 

4. Write negative form of these words. 

polite               _________________                 convenient    ________________               

familiar            _________________                 comfortable   ________________             

accurate          _________________                 lock               ________________ 

like                   _________________                 patient       ________________ 

organize           __________________              approve       ________________ 

match               __________________              curable      _________________ 

agree                 __________________            connect      _________________ 

possible            __________________             honest      _________________ 

like                    __________________             friendly         _________________ 

 

5. Complete the sentences by adding the correct prefix for each word. 

1. It’s rather ____polite if you don’t say please. 

2. Sam is pretty _____ happy about her results. 

3. It is completely ___responsible if you go away for the weekend without informing us. 

4. If the traffic is bad it is _____possible to get to the match on time. 

5. The burglar____locked the cupboard with a sharp knife. 

 



6. Put each group of words in alphabetical order by writing 1, 2, 3, or 4 on the line before each 
word. 
 

1.    3   learn   2   interview   4   mitten   1   bubble 
 

 

2.   
 
gathering  

 
mold  

 
hurt  

 
cream 

 

 

3.   
 
often  

 
once  

 
offered  

 
ocean 

 

 

4.   
 
through  

 
birthday  

 
it's  

 
symptom 

 

 

5.   
 
cover  

 
seen  

 
squeezing  

 
beef 

 

 

7. Read the paragraph and fill in the missing words from the word list.  
 

    latch   measuring     month     mouth     dentist      teeth 

 
It was time for math class, and they were ____________ the distances 

between different places on the earth with rulers. There was a call  

from the office telling Jamie to bring her things and go to the office.  

She knew she had a dentist appointment. She had made sure to brush 

 her __________ after lunch so she didn’t have bad breath for the  

dentist!  

           On her way out the door, the cloth of her dress got stuck on the __________. Oops! She got 

to the dentist and he looked inside of her __________ at each tooth. “Do you brush your teeth 

every day?” he asked. “Yes!” I said. “Good, I don’t want to have to see you again next __________ 

with a cavity!” he replied. Jamie was happy after her __________ appointment since she did not 

have any cavities 

  

 
 

 
 


